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CELEBRANDO EL CINCO DE MAYO
By Norikazu Ambo
Daily Staff Writer
Under the gleaming sun, Mexican American and other San Jose State
University students packed the corner of Ninth and San Fernando
streets to celebrate Cinco de Mayo
Monday afternoon.
Spanish music created the mellifluent mood and a traditional starshaped piæata was shimmering by
the reflection of sunlight.
"This is like a conclusion of our
event," said Carlos Trujillo, a political science senior at SJSU And president of the Gamma Zeta Alpha fraternity.
The fraternity has been sponsoring
various Cinco de Mayo events for
the past week, inviting lecturers and
traditional dance performers to the
school.
The members of the fraternity were
serving free Mexican food, such as
tacos de came asada or barbecued
meat while SJSU students from different majors and cultures enjoyed
the Mexican oriented dishes at the
Gamma Zeta Alpha house.
Students such as Guillermo
Fernandes, a senior majoring in interior design, appreciated the opportunity to get together with other students and celebrate Cinco de Mayo,
Spanish for fifth of May.
Fernandes, who came with his
puppy, said, "It is a good opportunity for Latinos to meet together and
celebrate Cinco de Mayo.
He said he hopes SJSU students
have enjoyed experiencing and learning Latino culture by participating in
the events.
Andres Baircs, a civil engineering
senior who emigrated from El
Salvador, said he cherishes Cinco de
Mayo not just as one of the Mexican
anniversaries.
Baires, a member of Gamma Zeta
Alpha, said, "The principle of our
fraternity is to maintain and reinforce Latino culture."
The whole purpose of holding the
workshops and twinging Mexican
performances on -campus was "to
educate and tell (SJSU) students
what Latino culture really is," Baircs
said.
He also jokingly said, "Some people still think Cinco de Mayo is
Mexican Independence Day."
In fact, Mexico’s independence day
is Sept. 16, which was set in 1810
when the Catholic priest Miguel
Hidalgo y Costilla rang the church
bell customarily and told his people
to retaliate against the Spaniards
who had been oppressing Mexicans
throughout 10 generations.
Adrian Marquez, a sophomore in
computer engineering, stressed the
importance of learning about other
cwt.-tires.

Caret
pushes for
Greek life
review
By Tony Burchyns
Daily Staff Writer

At the close of a semester that
began with bloodshed and murder at
an off-campus fraternity brawl, San
Jose State University President
Robert Caret said Monday he is
committed to putting a Greek life
task force in place before leaving for
Towson University this summer.
Caret’s comments
were
made during a
weekly staff
meeting with
top SJSU officials, said St.
Saffold, associate vice president for campus life.
"We
dialogued about
the task force,
CARET
and the president made some strong statements,"
Saffold said. "He is committed to
moving on this now."
In a February press conference,
Caret said the task force would ask
tough questions, including whether
Josh Sturgis Daily Staff Greek life should be continued at
Ramona Solorzano, a senior majoring in chemistry, performed with Grupo Folklorico Luna y Sol de San Jose State Monday in the Student Union
SJSU.
Caret also said he would wAjt until
Amphitheater. The group performed a traditional Mexican dance from the state of Jalisco. Gamma Zeta Alpha fraternity sponsored events last
San Jose police finished their investiweek and this week in celebration of Cinco de Mayo to promote Mexican heritage and awareness in the school community.
gation of the Jan. 22 brawl before
starting the task force.
"You sec these diverse people," Sherman.
However, with no arrests and no
Marquez said looking around and
After two hours of reckless attack
end in sight for the investigation,
recognizing the mixed ethnicities. by the French army, commanded by
Caret said two weeks ago he had
"We can learn about other cultures, General Charles Latrine, the French
changed his mind.
too."
soldiers became disorganized,
"I think it’s important that we
Itza Sanchez, an anthropology sen- according to the book.
move ahead," Caret said.
ior and an instructor of Mexican folk
Opposed to Latrille’s careless
In Monday’s meeting, Saffold said
dance at SJSU, said celebrating scheme, General Ignacio Zaragoza
top officials from the Student Life
Cinco dc Mayo helps it to be recog- of the Mexican army managed his
Center were called upon to present
nized and educates people about troops wisely.
ideas on the task force.
Mexican culture.
With devoted support from young
While the size of the task force was
"The event of Cinco de Mayo not Brigadier General POrfirio Diaz who
discussed, potential members were
only reinforces Mexican culture, but counter-defeated the French assault
not named, Saffold said.
also lets others acknowledge the cul- on Zaragoza’s right flank in the
In February, Caret said he wanted
ture," Sanchez said,
afternoon, the Mexicans finally
somebody
outside the university to
Historically, Cinco de Mayo is a defeated the enemy.
chair the prospective task force, "To
remembrance day of Mexican troops
Verna Kirkendall / Daily Staff
make sure what we think (about
vanquishing the French army.
Greek life) is correct."
On the morning of May 5, 1862, Gamma Zeta Alpha fraternity
Caret said the seriousness of the
approximate 4.000 Mexican soldiers held a barbecue to celebrate
Flickinger Park incident called for
battled against the French troops Cinco de Mayo in front of their
external, as well as internal, assessand about 8,000 traitors, at Puebla, house on San Fernando Street
ment of Greek life.
100 miles east of Mexico City, Monday. The fraternity members
On Jan. 22, just after midnight,
of
according to "The Course
cooked
carne
asada
and
tortillas
Mexican History," a book written by
See GREEK, page 4
Michael C. Meyer and William L. for the partygoers.

A cool afternoon on Tower Lawn

Students phased out of remedial classes
By Wendy Lopez
I )ally Shy) H’, :t
Freshmen at San Jose State
University do not perform at university writing standards, according to
Michael Randle, a learning skills specialist in the Student Services Center.
"Incoming freshmen taking the
English placement exam are to register in remedial courses such as language and linguistics development
courses if they fail to achieve a score
of 550 on the test," Randle said.
Students who took the English
Placement Test in the past were not
required to take an entry-level exam,
he said. These are students who, over

time, hc...aine .eillOrs who awided
writing classes they were in need of.
"The end result is an enormous
remedial class filled with seniors,
leaving no room for new freshmen
enrollment," Randle said. "This leaves
a large number of incoming students
who need to be enrolled in a linguistics and language development ,program but cannot as a result of the
large number of students who are taking the class."
The California State University system is putting an end to this by phasing students out of the university system, he said. During the phase out
process, students who are unable to
pass remedial courses within one year
of enrollment are asked not to return

to the university, he said.
Roughly 40 percent of students will
fail a remedial course and will not
return to this school, he said.
"Students who are enrolled in remedial English are flabbergasted when
they receive failing test results,"
Randle said. "Students have come
into the office crying and hollering,
wondering why they have to enroll in
a remedial course."
In high school they tamed A and B
grades when their writing skills do
not meet the university writing
requirement, he said.
"It takes time for students to accept
the idea of enrolling in a class that
See FRESHMEN, page.?

Dean honors students, faculty members
By Kimberly Lapham
Daily Staff Writer

Ryan Baibuena Daily Staff
Some students relaxed and others studied on the benches in the lawn near Tower Hall on Monday
afternoon. The partly cloudy weather helped encourage some students to take their studies outdoors.

I

Jose State University students,
faculty members and alumni from the
College of Applied Sciences and Arts
were honored with awards and scholarships Monday evening at the second
Annual "Salute to the Stars" awards
ceremony.
The event, held in the Barrett
Ballroom in the Student Union, was,
"To recognize outstanding achievements by our students," said Michael
Ego, dean of the College of Applied
Sciences and Arts.
"It’s to showcase the achievements
of the college," Ego, who hosted the

.11.i

SPA’ President Robert C aret said
the ceremony was just one part of, "A
season of celebrations."
More than 40 outstanding SJSU
members were celebrated at the event.
"We need all of you to make the
College of Applied Sciences and Arts
and SJSU a great place in the future,"
Caret said. applaud the entire college for everything it has done and
will continue to do in the future."
Caret said with another class of
6,670 graduates going out into the
community to become citizens, "You
know you’re making a difference."
Various awards and scholarships
were used to acknowledge the special
contributions of the recipients.

iltk ir, in t

All

was Tiffany Montgomery, a first year
nursing student. Montgomery was
one qf seven students given a $500
Dean’s scholarship for GPA, activism
and volunteerism in the community.
Montgomery told the audience of
about 300 that her grandmother had
died the day of her pathophysiology
final and that she had found out 15
minutes prior to her speech that her
other grandmother had died.
"This meant a lot because it’s really
easy to get lost (amongst the 28,000
students) here," Montgomery said.
"To be selected for an honor like this
it’s amazing."
See AWARDS, page 3
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CYNICALLY OPTIMISTIC

The craziness of graduating college in four years
the sseirdo.
I am a freak among my peers. My friends all think I’m
completely insane, bizarre or a little of both. IkIy parents are
proud of me, yet they believe I have masochistic tendencies.
My colleagues here at work are generally congenial, but they
all think! have a few screws loose. I know it.
Now why, you aslc, would everyone believe that something
is a little off with yours truly? After all, my writing and
speech are generally coherent. My appearance isn’t anything
out of the ordinary. Sure, I stay up too late, eat junk food too
often and probably drink too much coffee - but that’s not
atypical behavior for a college student.
My defining strange characteristic, however, is directly
related to college - or rather, the relative brevity of my college career.
Yes,! am one of those odd people who will actually get my
degree in four years.
Does this make me special? No, lots of people do it. But
somewhere I heard that today’s average college student takes
a little more than five years to get a bachelor’s degree.
Therefore, I’m below the average by scheduling an aboveaverage amount of units each term. And being simultaneously below and above average makes me unique (see, you
can skew the language to say whatever you want; its one of
the ways I’ve succeeded in my classes).
Usually, when I tell people I’m graduating after spending
I sin

only four years in higher edusation, it ehsits one ut the following responses:
1: "Oh, really? How did you do it? Do you have a life?" (I’ll
answer that later.)
2: "Wow, cool. How old are you? (Answer: 21) Woah,
you’re crazy." Yes, I am, that’s why I’ve
established myself as such at the beginning
of this column.
3: A narrowing of eyes, followed by a slow
shaking of the head, and a half-joking "I
hate you."
To the last response, I usually shrug my
shoulders and smile sheepishly, because the
level of hatred other people have toward me
as a result of my academic success really isn’t
something within my control. Maybe if I
started failing all my classes and resigned
myself to a life sifting on my parents’ couch
MELINDA
watching soap operas while eating DingDongs, people wouldn’t hate me quite so much. Sure, they’d
think I was a loser, but at least I’d be a loveable loser.
However, for some reason, that oh-so-desirable scenario
never really appealed to me, and from the time I graduated
high school, I was determined to get somewhere in life, and
get there quickly. I took a fairly traditional route through
higher education - attending junior college and then here -

Viewpoint I
President only speaks to supporters
Dear Editor,
As I saw the president’s speech May I, I got to recall that
lately most of his speeches have been conducted in front of
military personnel or defense industry related audiences. It
seems that George W. Bush does not want to confront a
regular audience. He wants to surround himself with people of the armed forces, people who could support him,
cheer him on and protect him, even from his own conationals. Most likely, a regular audience might have refined that the war against Iraq was justified or that his claim
of liberation and freedom brought to the people of Iraq
was true. He does not want to hear people protesting
against his imperialistic invasion; he does not want the
world to witness the real feelings that many people in this
nation have for this tragic event.
We must remember that Iraq did not have the means

necessary to counterattack; therefore, the American forces
were able to reach their objectives quickly. So far, remember, they have not found any weapons of mass destruction,
and if they do, I believe that it would be very suspicious at
this point. We should also remember that there were many
civilians, innocent people, children in particular, who died
during these terrible days. And last but not least, we ought
to remember that this action against Iraq was due to greed!
Oil, weapons and reconstruction were the principal
motives for the war; it was not liberation, freedom or
democracy that they were seeking for the region. All the
government would like is to take control of the area, to
occupy it and to dominate it.
Juan Carlos Gonzalez
freshman
political science

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daih, office in Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209. Space restrictions may require editing
of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next
to Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times
are 12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday
and at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
Sunday. For more information
contact Sister Marcia at 9381610.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation
ASCR is offering fitness classes
at the Event Center. Classes running today: Body Sculpting,
Weight Training, Yoga, Aerobics,
Advanced Step, Butts & Guts,
Body Sculpting, Beginning Step.
For more information and class
times, contact Matt McNamara at
924-6217.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Potluck Theology every Tuesday
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Call John
Wilhelmsen at 835-8783 for location.
Nurses Christian Fellowship
The Nurses Christian
Fellowship will have "Community
Building Mentoring" at 4:30 p.m.
in the Pacheco Room. For more
information contact Diane
Stegmeir at 248-2997.
DisABLED Student Association
Bring family and friends to have
lunch or dinner at Chevy’s in San
Jose and 20 percent of your bill
will be donated back to SJSU
Donna Ellis scholarship fund.
The event is from 11 a.m. to 10
p.m. at 550 S. Winchester, San
Jose, CA 95128. For more information, call (408) 241-0158.
Career Center
Drop-in from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30
p.m. at the Career Center. For
more information call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.
Career Center
Work IV drop-in from 2 p.m. to
4 p.m. at the Career Center. For
more information call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.

African American Studies
Department
Zen meditation group will meet
from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in the
Africana Center, Module A. For
more information contact Daniel
E. Georges-Abeyie at 924-5865.
The Listening Hour Concert
Series
String and woodwind chamber
ensemble
Bassoon, cello, flute
will perform music of J.S. Bach
and Richard Barber from 12:30
p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in the Music
building Concert Hall. For more
information contact Joan Stubbe
at 924-4631.
School of Art and Design
Tuesday night lecture series: "Art
and design awards presentation"
from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the
Engineering building, room 189.
For more information, call Jo
Hernandez at 924-4328.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings.
For more information contact Bill
or Nicole at 924-4330.
School of Art and Design()
Student galleries art receptions
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings.
For more information contact Bill
or Nicole at 924-4330.
Movimiento Estudiantil de
Aztlan M.E.Ch.A
Weekly meeting today at 6 p.m.
in room 1 of Uchida hall. For
more information contact Adriana
Cabrera-Garcia at 250-9245 or
sanjosemecha@yahoo.com.
National Association of Working
Women, 9 to 5
The National Association of
Working Women is inviting all
college working women to dial
the 9 to 5 job survival hotline at 1
(800) 522-0925 for help with
workplace problems.
KSJS - ground Zero Radio
Tuneful Tuesday and CD sale
from 11 a.m. to I p.m. in the
Amphitheatre. For more informa-
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tion, call Gaby at (408) 924-4578.
Prevention Education Program
and Counseling Services
Free seminar, "Alcohol and
stress: the connection," presented
by Kell Fujimoto and Ellen Lin
from noon to 1 p.m. in the
Guadalupe room, Student Union.
For more information, e-mail
Margaret Tam,
margetam@email.sjsu.edu.

WEDNESDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next
to Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times
are 12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday
and at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
Sunday. For more information
contact Sister Marcia at 9381610.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation
ASCR is offering fitness classes
at the Event Center. Classes running today: Spin, Abs Only,
Turbo Kickboxing, Night Spin,
Hi-Lo/Hip Hop, Body Pump,
Cardio Kickboxing, Contact
Kickboxing, Stretch/Flex/Relax.
For more information and class
times, contact Matt McNamara at
924-6217.

and w,irked Ihud, both Si ls ii And At the Jobs I se held in
this time period.
This isn’t anything extraordinary. People work hard all the
time. They still might not get out in four years, either
because of indecision, scheduling problems or simply not
wanting to rush things.
I can probably attribute my academic
expediency to two things: figuring out my
major relatively early (by the end of my first
year of college, I had been bitten by the
journalism bug) and sheer luck in getting
the classes I needed. Plus, maybe the fact
that I was paying my own way inspired me
to get this thing done. Oh, and I had credits from high school that counted toward
college too.
OK, yeah, I guess you could say I cheated
and started working for college credit before
LATHAM
I graduated high school. That’s not the point
though. Well, maybe it’s part of why I’m graduating "on
time," but whatever.
The funny part about attempting to graduate in four years
is the simultaneous attempt to cram the entire college experience into that short period of time. You know, the whole
idea of having a life outside of your classes and forming
meaningful relationships with your peers, figuring out your

Learn to love our planet,
not to throw litter on it
Respect.
enough to not have to see it and therefore assume it’s not a
It’s not a four-letter word, so why do so many people try to problem.
Last semester I spoke with an SJSU grounds worker, and
avoid it?
There’s one area where I’ve been noticing a lot of disrespect he gave me the skinny on campus litter. He said he and his
fellow employees come to work early in the mornings and
lately, and that’s to our planet littering to be specific.
Litter is everywhere.
pick up litter before most people even set foot on campus.
Because of this, many students don’t realize SJSU has litter
It can’t be avoided.
I’ve just never really understood the whole concept of "I problems.
Just because you can’t see it, doesn’t mean it’s not there.
know there’s a trash can 20 feet away, but I’d rather just leave
One thing that can commonly be seen tossed or flicked on
it here on the ground/bench/table."
I will admit, when I was in high school, I sort of had that the ground around campus is cigarette butts.
Personally, I find it hard to believe that so many college
reckless teenager attitude at times and can recall tossing a Dr
students aren’t smart enough to quit smokPepper bottle on the ground now and then.
ing, but that’s beside the point. While it
I’ve been there to experience the other
side of the argument. les just so easy to drop
may seem like a small piece of trash that will
eventually end up between cracks on the
that pesky trash wherever so you don’t have
sidewalk, cigarette butts are a bigger probto worry about finding a trash can somelem than they seem.
where nearby.
Cigarette butts can take as long as 10 to 12
I know. I’ve done it, too.
years to decompose, according to the
And now I’ve gotten over it.
What it really comes down to is being lazy
University of Oregon’s Web site, among
other sources.
and lacking respect for your environment
If smokers knew what kind of effect they
and the people who will end up cleaning
were having on the environment, maybe
your mess.
LEA
BLEVINS
they would think twice about flicking their
About a month ago, I was talking with .1
butts wherever they please.
co-worker about Lent, the 40 days between
It’s not only about leaving trash outdoors on the ground,
Ash Wednesday and Easter observed as a period of penitence by several Christian faiths. Those observant of the though.
More often than expected, people eating inside and outside
period typically give up something they like or resolve to do
of the Student Union just leave their trash on the table.
something good. My friend gave up littering for Lent.
It’s not a sit-down restaurant where students get served
This shocked me because I found it hard to understand
that littering was such a common thing for someone to do food at their table on nice dishes. It’s cafeteria-style and the
that she had to consciously remember not to do it. But I sup- trash cans are by the exits for a reason. Unless you plan on
pose becoming aware is the first step in resolving the prob- leaving a tip, don’t leave your trash.
Another problem where I constantly notice people leaving
lem.
On walks to and from San Jose State University, I see all trash behind is at my place of work a movie theater.
I know it seems like complaining, and I know leaving trash
sorts of trash just laying in the gutter, next to mailboxes and
on the sidewalk. Beer bottles, candy wrappers, broken glass, on the floor at the cinema is commonly accepted, but it is
bottle caps, newspapers it’s all fair game to become litter. really just another example of laziness.
We clean the theaters to pick up popcom that has fallen,
It’s there because someone was too lazy to hold on to it
small candy wrappers and things like that not giant sodas
until he or she had a chance to properly throw it away.
Putting trash where it belongs in a trash can, not on the that are still full, things that have been brought in from fast
street is one of the easiest things we can do to make our food restaurants, or sunflower seed shells that have been spit
out all over the floor.
neighborhoods look, well, less trashy.
It all comes back to respect.
Apparently for sonic people, this is easier said than done.
If we can show respect for the earth and for the people who
Even the college -educated people on this campus are
clean up after others, we will be able to make it look less like
guilty of expecting others to pick up after them.
While entering campus on your way to class in the morn- the trash that gets dumped on it, and more like a place where
ing, it appears to be clean. The only trash around might be a we all want to live.
Spartan Daily left on one of the many benches.
Lea Blevins is the
There’s a reason for this, and it’s not because students on
Spartan Daily Arts & Entertainment Editor.
this campus are exceptionally aware of the environment.
’Rose Colored Glasses’ appears Tuesdays.
On the contrary, litter happens. We are just fortunate

ANOTHER DIMENTIAN I JONAH PTAK

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and
Transgender Alliance
Meetings every Wednesday in
the Almaden room of the Student
Union from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Nutrition Education Action Team
Free nutrition counseling by
nutrition and dietetics students
today from 3:15 p.m. to 5:15 p.m.
at the Sport Club. For more
information contact Jen Styles,
campus nutritionist, at 924-6118.
College of Engineering symposium on leading technologies
William J. Clancey will speak
about "Mars on earth," on
Thursday from noon to 1 p.m. in
the Engineering auditorium, room
189. For more information, call
Professor Hambaba at 924-3959.
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purpose and direction in lite, dunking large quantities of
alcohol, etc. And to answer the question posed earlier, yes, I
have a life. I can say I’ve succeeded in experiencing some of
those essential parts of collegiate existence (though my
drinking doesn’t exactly qualify me for the "future Alcoholics
Anonymous member" status some of my contemporaries
hold).
Between being a commuter student and entering the "real
world" almost prematurely, there’s been less time to explore
"college life."! have three weeks left to cram, not only for my
tests, but also for all the things I want to do and planned to
have done by the time I graduate.
Will all my personal goals be accomplished in that short
period of time? Heck no. Not even close.
But I’m glad I decided to be weird and meet my goal of getring my degree in four years. Finally, I will grasp that little
piece of paper that testifies to my accomplishments.
Of course, I’m entering a job market that really sucks, with
a diploma that will look exactly the same as those of the people who spent twice the time getting the same degree.
Maybe those who decide to stick around a little longer have
the right idea.
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MEC

"I was just excited and honored and
surprised," said Rivera, a senior
majoring in administration of justice.
Its motivation to give back to the
community."
Ego said one doesn’t have to be a
computer science or business major to
benefit the community.
"All (majors) contribute back the
community," he said.
Ego said inviting members of various local agencies and organizations
provides a chance to show the community how important the college is.

"The important point about this
college is that we are very vital to the
Silicon Valley," Ego said. I want them
to see the achievements and excellence of the faculty, students and
alumni."
Award winners as diverse as the nine
schools in the college smiled as they
thanked friends, family, advisers and
faculty members.
Other awards presented included
Outstanding Thesis, Outstanding
Graduate
Research,
Alumni
Association
scholarships,
Outstanding
Faculty
Awards,
Distinguished Alumni and the
Paramit Corporation Scholarship,
which was an $8,000 award given to
Dru Scott, a junior majoring in recreation and hospitality management.
The faculty awards were voted for by
a faculty committee, which decided
who received the outstanding lecturer,
professor, scholar and service awards.
Karolyn Sucher, a professor of nutrition and food science, got the
Outstanding Service award.
"I have to say this is the best Atta
girl’ I’ve ever gotten," Sucher said.

BASRA, Iraq (AP) The selection
of the core of Iraq’s interim government will begin by mid-May, and a
group of Iraqis may take the reins, the
U.S. civil administrator said Monday.
One of Saddam Hussein’s top biologknown as
ical weapons scientists
"Mrs. Anthrax" has been captured.
American officials said.
The northern city of Mosul took a
small step in forming a municipal government, selecting a cross-section of
residents to run the city alongside the
American military until elections can
be held, U.S. military officials said.
The captured scientist, a 49-year-old
Huda Salih Mahdi Ammash, was
taken into custody Sunday, a Defense
Department official said, speaking on
condition of anonymity.
Arnmash, who earned her Ph.D.
from the University of Missouri, was
No. 53 among the top 55 most-wanted members of Saddam% regime. U.S.
intelligence officials said she is
believed to have played a key role in
rebuilding Iraq’s biological weapons
capability since the 1991 war.
The arrest of a former Iraqi intelligence chief was announced by the
U.S. military. The Army’s V Corps
had no details other than his name,
Adil Salfeg Al-Azarui. Al-Azarui, a
Baath Party official, also was once the
mayor of Tikrit, Saddam’s hometown.
He was not on 55 most-wanted list.
Iraq’s U.S. administrator, Jay Garner,
said he expected a "nucleus of Iraqis
to assume leadership. The idea was
discussed last week at a meeting in
Baghdad.
He said he did not know whether
the nucleus would evolve into a collective executive for Iraq.
"I don’t know whether there will be
one guy or five .guys or three," Garner
said during a trip to southern Iraq.

FRESHMEN
continuedfrom page 1
teaches the fundamentals of writing,
Randle said.
Erika Kreger, an assistant professor
of English at SJSU, said writing
structures vary from student to student.
"On the surface, some students may
show poor writing structures," Kreger
said. "Writing pieces may show simple ideas or poor signs of punctuation, grammar and sentence structure."
The English department focuses
heavily on content, she said.
While some students show weak
writing structures on the surface, they

posses the ability to show sophisticated thinking and show brilliant ideas,
Kreger said. Others have trouble with
subject-verb agreement.
"Interpreting a complex series of
ideas versus a simple style of writing
frustrates many enrolled students,
Kreger said.
By the time students enroll in
English 1B, there are always a few
students who are under prepared for
the course, but manage to pass the
previous writing requirements.
"Writing styles are interpreted differently from one person to the next,"
Kreger said. "Some readers are more
critical of punctuation, while other
readers may not be as stringent."

"By the middle of the month, you’ll
really see a beginning of a nucleus of
an Iraqi government with an Iraqi face
on it that is dealing with the coalition," he said.
Iraqi faction leaders and U.S. envoy
Zalmay Khalilzad said they would
meet again in coming weeks and
hoped to form an interim government
early next month.
The Iraqi leaders Gamer referred to
were Massoud Barzani; leader of the
Kurdistan Democratic Party; Ahmad
Chalabi of the Iraqi National
Congress; Jalal Talabani of the
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan; lyad
Allawi of the Iraqi National Accord;
and Abdul Aziz al-Hakim, whose
elder brother heads the Shiite group
Supreme Council for Islamic
Revolution in Iraq.
The group has met several times,
and Garner said it would probably be
expanded to include a Christian and
perhaps another Sunni Muslim
leader.
Garner also said he expects the
newly appointed L. Paul Bremer, former head of the U.S. State
Department’s counterterrorism office,
to take charge of the political process
within the American postwar administration. Bremer is expected in Iraq
by next week. Gamer said.
"He will get more involved in the
political process. I’m doing all of it
and don’t want to do all of it," Gamer
said.
He said the appointment of someone like Bremer had been planned all
along. "I’ll stay a while. There’s got to
be a good handoff," he said.
Garner traveled Monday to Basra,
where he heard from officials at Basra
General Hospital. Outside the closeddoor meeting, Dr. Hussein al-Farhan
said about 70 people a day seek treat-

Peterson’s lawyer vows to prove innocence
MODESTO (AP)
Scott
Peterson appeared at a court hearing
Monday in which his lawyer argued
that arrest and search warrant records
be sealed, saying elements of "a
voodoo-like investigation" could harm
his client’s defense on murder charges.
Mark Geragos said he hasn’t seen
the records, but suggested they could
include references to "psychics and
voice stress analyzers, all of which are
totally inadmissible. If any of these
things make their way into applications for search warrants and arrest
warrants," he said, it would be prejudicial to Peterson.

Gerago., made the remarks during
one of two hearings Monday in
Stanislaus County Superior Court in
Modesto.
In one, a judge kept arrest and search
warrant records sealed pending a
higher court ruling that arrived hours
later preventing them from being
released to the media.
In the second hearing, another judge
rejected a defense motion to disqualify him from the case. Geragos argued
that a related civil case had been reassigned from the judge.
After the hearings, Geragos vowed
he would not only show beyond a rea-

,nable doubt that Scott Peterson
didn’t kill his wife and unborn son late
last year, but would prove his innocence and "find out who did this to
Scott’s wife and Scott’s son.
Peterson’s mother, Jackie, of San
Diego, also told reporters after the
hearings, "Our son is innocent, and we
once again feel the truth will come
out. We have faith in the legal system."
Peterson wore a dark blue suit for his
third court appearance in 19 days,
replacing the chains, sandals and onepiece jail jumpsuit he wore for earlier
hearings.

Census study shows possible miscount
of Hispanic subgroups in 2000
l’he
WASHINGTON (AP)
population of Hispanic subgroups in
the 2000 census may have been miscounted, and it could be due partly to
confusion over the wording of a question on the form, the Census Bureau
said Monday.
A bureau study on the question
doesn’t change the overall number of
Hispanics counted in 2000, which
stood at just over 35 million, nor will
it change the official count of the
Hispanic subgroups released two
years ago.
Still, some demographers, advocacy
groups and city planners said the confusion may have led millions of people to identify themselves with a
generic term like "Hispanic" or
Latino", rather than a more specific
description like "Dominican" or
"Spaniard."
The latest study, done at the request
of Congress, incorporated census data
on ancestry and place of birth that
were not available when the first
Hispanic population statistics were
released.
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U.S. administrator: Nucleus of Iraq
government may be selected by June

AWARDS I
Another recipient, Susie Rivera, was
one of five students who received a
Committee to Enhance Equity and
Diversity Distinguished Service
award for volunteerism and outstanding contributions to enhancing equity
and diversity on campus.
Rivera, who is active in the college’s
student affairs committee, the Golden
Key Honor Society and has been featured in the National Dean’s list, said
the award motivates her to do even
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The study estimated as many as
22.3 million Hispanics considered
themselves "Mexican," 7 percent
higher than a 2000 census estimate of
about 20.9 million Mexicans; the latest estimate of 3.5 million Puerto
Ricans was 4 percent higher than the
2000 census.
Differences were larger for the
smaller Latino subgroups. For
instance, the estimate of nearly 1 million Dominicans was 25 percent larger than the 2000 estimate. The study
also estimated at least one-third more
Colombians and two-thirds more
Spaniards.
By comparison, the bureau estimated that more than half the 5.5 million
people who called themselves a
generic Hispanic term actually should
have been classified by a more specific description. Almost three-fourths
of the 93,000 who said they were
"Other Central American" could have
been classified to a specific country.
The 2000 census asked "Are you
Hispanic?" A respondent who
Answered yes checked off a box next

to "Mexican," "Puerto Rican" or
"Cuban" the three largest Hispanic
groups or a fourth box that asked
the person to write in a more appropriate Latino group. No sample
responses were provided for that
question.
The 1990 form offered the same
four options, although the last also
included examples of answers, such as
"Argentinian" or "Dominican." Joseph
Salvo, director of the population division for the New York City planning
department, said that was the main
reason for the low estimate of
Hispanic subgroups in the original
2000 census results.
New York has one of the largest
Dominican populations in the country. The data is used by the city to
help target outreach programs for day
care or English proficiency.
Census Bureau analyst Roberto
Ramirez said some third- or fourthgeneration Hispanic-Americans may
also have identified more with simply
calling themselves "Latino" or
"Hispanic" than with a specific group.

I he court proceedings came a day
after more than 3,000 mourners
memorialized Laci Peterson, 27, and
her unborn son, Conner, during a
nationally televised church service in
Modesto.
Their remains washed up in San
Francisco Bay three weeks ago, and
Peterson was arrested days later in San
Diego. He has pleaded innocent to
two murder charges. Stanislaus
County prosecutors are seeking the
death penalty.

ment for the effects of lack of cleat.
Water.

"There are many cases of gastroenteritis because of bad water; he said.
He said the hospital is short of
drugs, particularly painkillers and
anesthetics.
"Aid organizations are bringing only
water when we need drugs as well; he
said.
Doctors also complained that the
security situation remains dangerous
in Basra, Iraq’s second-largest city.
Garner and his team visited several
wards in the hospital and saw a poorly supplied, ill -kept institution.
"We will bring in cpiick cash in to
make a quick difference," said
Gamer’s deputy, British Maj. Gen.
Tim Cross. He stressed, however, that
this would not be a long-term commitment to rebuild Iraq s health-care
system.
The newly named regional coordinator, Danish Ambassador Ole
Wohlers Olsen, said he planned to
return to Basra on Friday with cash to
pay doctors’ salaries and other commitments.
From the hospital, Garner’s
entourage drove to the Shueiba oil
refinery, Iraq’s second-largest. The
general manager, Taha Ibrahim, told
reporters the refinery resumed operations Thursday and is processing

70,000 baud, of oil a day, producing
liquid petroleum gas, diesel oil,
kerosene and gasoline.
He said the site has A capacity of
180,000 barrels per day, and he
expects to reach that level in weeks or
months, though he said the refinery
could use some spare parts to ensure
full production.
Gamer blamed U.N. sanctions for
gasoline shortages that have made
some Iraqis angry at American forces,
The New York fimes reported.
"The U.N. really needs to lift the
sanctions so we don’t have all of this,"
Garner said.
Gasoline shortages have limited
public transportation and discouraged
Iraqis from driving to work. President
Bush has urged the U.N. Security
Council to lift the sanctions, which
were imposed after Iraq invaded
Kuwait in 1990.
In Mosul, Iraq’s third -largest city,
more than 200 representatives of tribal and ethnic groups chose a mayor
and city council. Retired army Gen.
Ghanim al-Boso, an Arab, was selected as mayor, CNN reported.
Lt. Col. Ryan Gonsalves, a U.S. military commander in Tikrit, said the
council would be a "representation
from the entire city of Mosul." He
said people with expertise in various
areas would be part of the council.

GOT ASTHMA?
Do YOU USE AN INHALER TO
CONTROL YOUR ASTHMA?
Now enrolling ages 18 to 45 in a 10 week
clinical research study of an investigational medication
No cost to participate. No insrance necessary
Receive compensation up to $750.- for
your time and travel
For more infommtion please call...
(408)553-0709 or (800)742-7846

EXT. 237
WE NEED YOUR HELP! Please call or tell a friend
(408) 553-0709, ext. 237 or 1-800-742-7846
ALLERGY & ASTHMA ASSOCIATES

Of SANTA CLARA VALLEY RESEARCH CENTER
415, Moorpark Avenue, San lose, CA

Do you play an instrument or
have color guard experience?
Plan now to be part of the San Jose State
University Spartan Marching Band next Fall.
Sign up for Music 156 - Marching Band.
Class meets MWF 3:45 PM to 6:15 PM

Receive 2 units of academic credit and priority
registration privileges in the future!
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Imagine you just got that promotion. You were ready because you just
completed your Bachelor of Business Administration at Golden Gate
University. Your education exposed you to actual business environments
and real-world problem solving - taught by professors who work in the
very professions they teach.This gave you confidence and up-to-date
industry knowledge to go after that dream job.
Get Your Dream Job
Flexible Schedules - Evening, Weekend and Online Courses
Accredited Undergraduate Degrees - Business and Information Technology
Classes Conveniently Located in San Jose and Monterey, San Francisco,
Sacramento
www.ggu.edu/dreamlob
800-GGU-4YOU

GOLDEN GATE UNIVERSITY’

Educating
Professionals
Since 1901

Free admission to games and free trips!
Wind players, percussionists and color guard
members welcomed!
The Spartan Marching Band has a rich history at San Jose State University. Since
1926 this outstanding ensemble has represented SJSU at football games. bowl
games. professional games and community events. The Spartan Band has a truly
unique sound that is not rivaled anywhere on West Coast An outstanding color
guard and dance team add contemporary vistkil effects created on the field.

For information call Spartan Band Director Scott Pierson at
(408) 924-4643
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GREEK I

Present arms

Task force idea not new

continuedfrom page 1
members of Pi Alpha Phi and
Lambda Phi Epsilon met to do battle
at Flickinger Park in North San Jose.
Lambda member Alam Kim was
fatally stabbed in the heart while several others were hurt, according to
police.
While both fraternities have been
suspended, individual members have
not yet faced judicial hearings,
according to SJSU officials.
Greek Life Coordinator Angela
Harrier said more meetings on the
task farce would happen soon.
"No final decisions have been made
yet," Harper said.
Harpers boss, Student Life Center

Director Nleredith Moran, said task
force recommendations were made
yesterday, but groundwork had not
been laid.
Saffold, who supervises Harper and
Moran, said Caret wanted to see
revisions made to the proposals.
Saffold said it was premature to discuss the details of what was proposed. However, he said, "The president wants to charge the task farce
before he leaves."
Exactly what that charge would
amount to is not yet known, Saffold
said.
However, he said the basic idea
would be, "To look at the pros and
cons, and ask, do you stay with what
you have, or do you make alter-

ations."
One school official said the idea of
taking inventory on Greek life
regardless of January’s bloody brawl
is not new or unusual.
"The idea for a task force was
brought up last summer," said Janet
Redding, assistant to the president
for governmental affairs. "Greek life,
like anything else on campus, goes
through cycles and changes.
In a February interview, Harper
said it was important for SJSU officials to understand and communicate
with new generations of students.
Saffold said school officials would
find a positive solution to issues
raised since Flickinger Park.
"I think we’re off in is good direc-

American astronauts lucky
with off-target landing
came after the Columbia disaster in
MOSCOW (AP) It could have
been a lot worse for the two American February, which resulted in the indefastronauts and one Russian cosmo- inite grounding of the entire shuttle
naut whose landing was nearly 300 fleet.
The cockpit computer readouts
miles off course and whose recovery
showed the capsule was coming in
was hours late.
In 1976, a Soyuz spacecraft came considerably steeper than expected,
down in a freezing squall and splashed and the three men knew they were in
into a lake; the crew spent the night for a rougher ride than usual. They
came in short of their targeted landing
bobbing in the capsule.
Eleven years before that, two cos- site, and two hours passed before
monauts overshot their touchdown search crews spotted them. Two more
site by 1,200 miles and found them- hours went by before helicopters
selves deep in a forest with hungry arrived, and another two hours before
wolves. That’s when Russian space NASA personnel reached the scene.
NASA Administrator Sean O’Keefe
officials decided to pack a sawed-off
shotgun aboard every spacecraft.
said he feared the worst during the
Astronaut Kenneth Bowersox said two hours the Soyuz was missing,
with a smile that he didn’t need the especially because it was just three
gun in the Kazakh steppes where he months ago that the Columbia burned
landed Sunday: "There was nothing
during atmospheric re-entry.
It was very, very worrisome,"
out there but grass and us."
On Monday, Russian space experts O’Keefe told AP
met to discuss what went wrong with
After meeting with his Russian
the Soyuz capsule carrying Bowersox, counterpart Yun Koptev on Monday.,
astronaut Donald Pettit and cosmo- O’Keefe said the two men now aboard
naut Nikolai Budarin back from the the space station astronaut Edward
international space station. The space- Lu and cosmonaut Yuri Midenchenko
craft was a new model that had never should be sent a global positioning
gone through a re-entry before.
system and a phone. That way, they
"I’ll call it an interesting test flight can tell spotters where they are if they
experience," Bowersox, a Navy captain land off-target.
Bowersox, who commanded the 5,and former test pilot, told The
Associated Press several hours after month space station mission, said he
touchdown.
and his crewmates enjoyed having
It was the first time NASA astro- some time by themselves to get their
nauts returned to Earth in a foreign land legs back and savor nature.
spacecraft and to a foreign land. The
"It was the most beautiful dirt I’ve
switch from a shuttle to Simi-, landing ever seen," he said.

n

Daniel Miranda / Special to the Daily
Air Force ROTC Cadet third class Will Liao practices with a rifle in front of Tower Hall during rehearsal
for Friday’s Change of Command ceremony.

FBI says it is investigating bribe
report in Chinese spy case
LOS ANGELES (AP) The FBI
said Monday it is investigating is
magazine report that Katrina Leung,
the FBI informant who has been
jailed for allegedly passing classified
U.S. documents to Chinese officials,
solicited a bribe from a city official,
"We’re aware of the allegation and
investigating as appropriate," said
FBI spokesman Matt McLaughlin.
Newsweek magazine reported on its
Web site Sunday that Leung helped
set up a meeting in 1998 between
then -Mayor Richard Riordan and
Chinese President Jiang Zemin.
Riordan was hoping to get Beijing to
sign a multimillion-dollar contract to
use the Port of Los Angeles.
Riordan didn’t succeed in getting
the deal, but soon after, Leung
approached a "top L.A. official" say-

ing she could make it happen, the
magazine reported, without naming
the official.
"You’ll have to put some money in a
certain bank in Hong Kong, the
official quoted Leung as saying,
according to Newsweek. "Then ... the
city will _get the contract."
The official said he ushered Leung
out of the office and determined that
in the future, "Katrina would never
be allowed to be alone with any of
us."
A lawyer for Leung said ofDay that
her client never made such an offer,
Attorney Janet I. Levine called the
allegations "absolutely untrue."
"She’s a loyal patriotic American
who put her life on the line for this
country and the FBI is doing whatever they can to point fingers at her

instead of looking at what they
should be looking at," Levine said.
A spokesman for the U.S.
Attorney’s office declined comment.
Leung, 49, is a Los Angeles businesswoman and Republican activist
who became an FBI informant codenamed "Parlor Maid" in 1982 and
was paid $1.7 million for her information on China.
At the same time, prosecutors
allege, she was having affairs with
Special Agent James Smith and a
second FBI agent while feeding
information obtained from Smith to
Chinese intelligence agents.
Smith, 59, is free on bail on charges
of gross negligence for allegedly giving Leung access to classified mformation. Leung is jailed without bond
on spying charges.

Death toll climbs following Midwest tornadoes
PIERCE CITY, Mo. (AP)
missing.
Searchers using dogs and heavy equipIn Jackson, the county scat, streets
ment went from one crumbled home to were blocked by fallen trees, twisted
another Monday after tornado-packed sheets of metal, power lines and bricks.
storms flattened communities in four Officials said at least 70 homes east of
Midwestern states and killed at least 38 downtown Jackson were destroyed and
people. Ten people were missing, streets were littered with snapped trees
including eight in this southwestern and utility poles.
Amorirche survivors in Jackson Wits
Missouri town.
It was "the most devastating series of retiree "I.E. White, 69, who huddled in
tornadoes we’ve ever had in the state of a closet with his three young grandMissouri," Gov. Bob Holden said after children while a tornado ripped off the
walking the rubble-strewn streets of front porch and part of his roof.
"I didn’t have time to be scared,"
Pierce City.
The storms were blamed for at least White said. "When I came out and saw
18 deaths in Missouri, seven in Kansas what happened, then I got scared."
In Pierce City, where Sunday’s storms
and 13 in Tennessee, where a single
tornado carved a 65 -mile path of killed two people and struck nearly
destruction. The storms also -brought every home and business in the town of
hail and heavy rain; three of the victims 1,400, Mayor Mark Peters said tornado
drowned trying to drive on a flooded warning sirens sounded in advance.
A hand-scrawled list on the door of
road near Nashville, Tenn.
"It’s worse than a nightmare," said City Hall listed eight townspeople as
Stacy Silverwood, whose grandparents "possibly missing." Several other names
were killed by a twister that blew part had been marked through, replaced by
of their Camden County, Mo., house reassuring entries about those peoples
down a hill and into a pond a half-mile whereabouts.
away.
Officials initially feared the missing
The storms were part of a huge were dead in the rubble of the National
weather system that also spawned Guard Armory, where several towns
twisters Sunday and early Monday in people took shelter as the storm
Arkansas, Mississippi, Kentucky, approached. One body was found in
South Dakota and Nebraska. The the building during the night.
But after searchers accompanied by
National Weather Service posted new
tornado warnings in Kentucky and dogs dug through the debris, regional
Tennessee as the storm system moved emergency official Glenn Dittmar said
he was nearly certain no one else would
eastward.
One of the hardest hit areas was be found. Many residents checked on
10
peowhere
their neighbors and hugged when they
Madison County, Tenn.,
ple were killed. Rescue crews with found each other.
Richard and Darlene Young had been
cadaver dogs were searching a small
lake for a father and son who were talking about having a tree removed

from their front yard in Pierce City
when the storm struck "Me and the
wife and the little dog got in the bedroom closet," Richard- Young said.
When the Youngs emerged, they
found that tree was unharmed, but it
had been joined in their yard by the
bell tower from the neighboring First
Congregational Church.
In Jackson, a tornado warning was
issued 22 minutes before the twister
hit. That gave lawyer Jac Byrd and law
clerk Jen
plenty of time to get
from his office to a concrete storage
area in the basement.
"It’s like downtown Baghdad," Byrd
said of the destruction he found when
they emerged from the shelter. Free,
24, said she ran to a nearby hotel to
help get the elderly out of their apartments.
"I Was knocking on doors, yelling to
everyone they needed to get out," Free
said. "They were walking down the
stairs holding hands and being amazingly

By late afternoon, Bowersox, Pettit
and Budarin had landed in the
Kazakh capital of Astana, and a few
hours later, they reached the Star City
cosmonaut training center, outside
Moscow, where they were greeted by a
crowd including their wives.
During the flight from Astana to
Star City, Bowersox told AP he
thought the crew had notified Russian
Mission Control about the computer
indications of the steep entry, but
could not be sure. It’s also possible
communication was lost at that point,
he said.
The last call received from the Soyuz
was to confirm that the main parachutes had deployed 16 minutes
before touchdown. The antennas were
smashed after the capsule touched
down and was dragged 40 feet by its
parachutes.
"We thought everybody should
know" where the Soyuz landed,
Bowersox said. "Obviously, we know
so everybody else should know," he
joked.
A similar sentiment was expressed
Scott
Mercury, astronaut
by
Carpenter, who overshot his splashdown point in the Atlantic by 250
miles in 1962.
Carpenter fell behind in his orbital
work and, while rushing to catch up,
made a series of mistakes that led to
the off-course landing. NASA knew
where he was because of radar, but the
flight director made sure Carpenter
never flew in TALI! again.

UC Berkeley bars students from
SARS-infected areas this summer
BERKELEY (AP)
The
University of California at Berkeley
will turn away new students from
SARS-infected China, Taiwan,
Singapore and Hong Kong this summer in what is believed to be the first
such move by a major U.S. university
to prevent the spread of the virus.
The decision, announced on the
campus Web site Friday, affects several hundred students who were planning to attend Berkeley for the summer term that begins May 27. Instead,
those students will get their money
back
There have been no cases of SARS
at Berkeley, which has about 700 students now enrolled on campus from
the four regions hit hardest by the
virus. The school anticipates fewer
than 100 new students from those
areas this fall.
"After close consultation with several public health officials and campus
experts, and based on the strong recommendation of the City of Berkeley
health officer, I deeply regret that we
will not be accepting enrollments of
students from these areas," campus
Chancellor Robert Berdahl said in a
message on the Web site.
While many American universities
have wrestled with how to deal with
severe acute respiratory syndrome, the
flu-like illness that has killed more

than 400 people and sickened more
than 6,300, mostly in Asia, Berkeley’s
outright ban on incoming students is
unusual.
Victor Johnson, executive director of
the Association of International
Educators in Washington, which promotes the exchange Of scholars to and
from the United States, had not heard
of any other school taking such a step.
Beulah! said Berkeley decided on a
ban because students coming from
SARS-affected areas would have to be
monitored for 10 days and if any
developed SARS-related symptoms,
the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention would require elaborate
precautions, including "isolation and
other labor-intensive measures that
we are not able to provide currently."
University officials are working on
creating such a system, Associate
Chancellor John Cummins said
Monday.
Students who go home to China,
Taiwan, Singapore and Hong Kong
for the summer and those who arrive
from those places this fall will be
required to fill out detailed questionnaires and will be monitored by university health officials, Berdahl wrote.
He said the policy will end if the
CDC lifts travel advisories to the
affected areas.
The SARS outbreak has prompted

other U.S. schools to cancel Asian
summer study programs, researchers
to shelve cooperative projects with
Chinese scholars, and Asians enrolled
in American colleges to abandon
plans to return home after final exams.
SARS has been much talked about
at Berkeley, where some students
seemed unfazed by the new policy.
"I think it’s understandable," said
Vicky Choy, a junior from Hong
Kong who already decided not to go
home this summer because of SAM.
Her parents had planned to visit her
in California but called it off for fear
the long plane trip could expose them
to sick passengers.
Berdahl is also recommending that
faculty, staff and students not travel to
SARS-affected areas. UC Berkeley
previously suspended a study abroad
program in Beijing this summer and
has recalled all students who were
studying there.
Tony Au, a senior from Hong Kong,
wondered if the school was overreacting with its summer school decision.
Au said it makes sense for officials to
try to keep SARS out, but wasn’t sure
the new policy would do that.
"SARS is everywhere," he said. Au
said he normally returns to Hong
Kong for the summer, but won’t this
year because "I’m afraid I won’t get
back."

Phoenix police say lab made errors analyzing 9 DNA cases
PHOENIX (AP) Lab technicians
made errors while analyzing DNA evidence in nine criminal cases, and police
said they were noti6ing the defendants
and their attomcys Monday.
The cases analyzed at the Phoenix
Police Crime Lab involved six homicides, two rapes and an aggravated
assault. In each case, police said lab technicians used the wrong statistical computation to determine the likelihood that
a person’s genetic material was present in
a sample.
In most of the cases the odds that the
DNA belonged to the suspect were
diminished, and in three of those cases
the odds were significantly diminished,
according to lab records.
One of the homicide Cases resulted in a
jury conviction. Two defendants pleaded

guilty and five cases have not yet gone to
trial. In one case, charges were never
filed. Police would not identify the
names of the defendants involved.
In each of the cases, Phoenix police
spokesman Randy Force said there was
evidence other than DNA, and that
DNA tests had not been used as a probable cause to arrest or get an indictment.
Police also notified the Maricopa
County Attorney, and a spokesman said
the office was looking into the errors,
which occurred between January 2002

ucesea emAotsui
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Optometry Inc.

408.275.9491
Delicious & Affordable
riy our Student Lunch Specials $5 including Drink
’Hungry Nites & Weekends7 15% Off Meals $5.95 or more
’Everyone Loves Sushi & Roll Platters for End of Year Parties

and April 2003.
The lab has 14 employec, .111d half of
them analyze I)NA evidence. Several
technicians made the errors, which were
discovered by a supervisor two weeks
ago, Force said.
Susan Narveson, director of the
Phoenix Crime lab, said that since the lab
opened in early 2000, 1,700 pieces of
evidence have been analyzed in 500
cases. All those cases were reviewed to
make sure no additional mistakes were
made.
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SJSU sets its sights on Cardinal and Bulldogs Eustachy
By Tammy Krikoriaft
Daily Staff Writer
After the Spartan Baseball team
was stung by Sacramento State
University_ in a double header
played at Hornet Field Sunday, the
team turns its attention back home
for a game against Stanford
University tonight.
First pitch against the No. 7
Cardinal is scheduled for 7 p.m. at
Municipal Stadium.
SPARTAN BASEBALL

DE3r&
NOTEBOOK

The Spartans lost to the Cardinal
earlier this season at Sunken
Diamond in Palo Alto, 4-2.
Spartan third baseman Kevin
Frandsen expressed some concerns
about facing Stanford.
"We wont be facing an easy
pitching staff," he said.
Stanford, 31-14, enters the game
led by catcher Ryan Garko and
pitcher Mark Romanczuk, who
earned Pacific -10 Conference
Player and Pitcher of the Week
Awards for the week ending May
4.
Regardless, sophomore pitcher
Matt Durkin said the Spartans
have a good chance of beating the
Cardinal.
"We’ll definitely be in the game,
and we’ll do our best to win,"
Durkin said. "I wouldn’t doubt it if
we beat them."
Last year, the Spartans defeated

the Cardinal at Municipal Stadium
12-0.
Doug Thurman, SJSU’s associate
head coach, said if the Spartans are
consistent they could take the
game.
"We played a close game last
time," he said, referring to the April
15 loss. "Our guys know it’s not an
impossible task, but they’ll have to
put in an A-plus performance."
Thurman added that Stanford is
the model of consistency.
"There’s probably no better team
in college baseball better at putting
it together every year," Thurman
said. Our problem has been putting together consistency on a daily
basis."
In order to win Frandsen said one
thing SJSU needs to work on is its
hitting.
"(In practice) we’re probably
going to hit a lot because we did a
terrible job this weekend," he said.
Thurman agreed with Frandsen
and said during Monday’s practice,
the team spent some extra time
against live pitching.
We had extra pitchers throwing
in the cages to make batting practice more competitive," Thurman
said. "Offensively, we’ve got some
work to do."
The Spartans, 15-6 at home but
22-25 overall, will have the advantage of playing on their own field
tonight. Friday, however, they are
scheduled to begin a three game
Western Athletic Conference road
series against Fresno State
University at Pete Beiden Field.
Friday and Saturday’s games are
scheduled to begin at 6:35 p.m. The
series will conclude Sunday, with
firstpitch slated for 1 p.m.
"Its one of the toughest places to

resigns
AMES, Iowa (AP) - Iowa State
basketball coach Larry Eustachy
resigned Monday, one week after the
publication of embarrassing photos of
him drinking and partying with students.
Eustachy acknowledged that he was
an alcoholic seeking treatment last
Wednesday, the same day the school
suspended him with pay and athletic
director Bruce Van De "Wide recommended he be fired.
The deal between Eustachy and Iowa
State gives the coach S110,000 for the
remainder of 2003 and A lump sum of
$850,000 on Jan. 1,2004.
"By resolving this situation today, we
will continue to move forward in our
important mission of providing students with the best education possible," said Dr. Greg Geoffroy, university
president.
Eustachy, who had said last week he
would not resign, spoke briefly outside
his home Monday evening, saying it
was "extremely important to resolve
this issue immediately for the benefit
of everyone involved.
Eustachy said he concluded over the
weekend that it would be best to accept
the settlement, resign and move on.
"I’m not done coaching. I will coach
again," he said.
The monetary settlement "resolves all
matters," said Steve Zumbach, the university’s attorney.
"This matter needed to be brought to
a dose. If allowed to continue, that
damage would have been irreparable,"
Zumbach said.
Zumbach said it has been one of the
most divisive issues that has confronted the university during his 35-year
tenure.
As part of the settlement, Eustachy
will receive the university’s health benefits over the next year. Those benefits
include coverage for treatment of alcoholism, Zumbach said.
"This decision now allows our basketball program to move forward and
supports Mr. Eustachy and his family
in his struggle with alcohol," Geoffroty
said.
Geoffroy said he supported Van De
Velde throughout the week.
A handful of basketball players rallied on the campus in support of
Eustachy, while some boosters said
they were upset with Van De Velde’s

Ryan Balbuena r Daily File Photo
Spartan first baseman Jordan Bergstrom hit a solo home run against Sacramento State University on
Sunday at Hornet Field in the first game of a double header. The Spartans lost both games with identical
scores of 2-1. San Jose State University is scheduled to host Stanford University for a 7 p.m. game tonight
at Municipal Stadium.

play," Frandsen said. "They’ve got
the most loyal fans. They love baseball, and they love their school.
Getting that first win out of the
way will be a big, help and a big
boost to the team.
Durkin agreed.
"I’m excited to go to Fresno," he
said. "Their crowd’s rough and

that’s what college baseball is all
about. We beat them two out of
three last time. We’ll see if we can
do it again."
One of the biggest challenges for
the players will be making the
adjustment to a different field.
’Whatever the problem is on the
road will have to be solved on the

field," he said.
Frandsen said that each player prepares differently for road games but
conceded that it’s hard for the players
to be away from their own beds.
"Every place you go, you have to
get accustomed to where you’re at,
find the good places to eat, get
something good in your stomach."

MVP Duncan, Spurs hold lead, ride Lakers to victory with 0’ Neal on bench
SAN ANTONIO (AP)
It
looked like last season all over Again.
Just like in the 2002 playoffs, the
San Antonio Scours let a double-digit
lead over the Los Angeles Lakers
dissolve to one point in the fourth
quarter.
But this time the finish was different as the Spurs pulled out an 87-82
victory Monday night in the opening
game of their Western Conference

Lakers center Shaquille O’Neal
fouled out with more than three
minutes to play, and San Antonio
then took advantage of its size to
counter Kobe Bryant’s outside
shooting.
O’Neal, who fouled out of a playoff
game for the first time in his career,
had 24 points and 21 rebounds.
A 3 -pointer by Bryant brought Los
Angeles within 85-82 with 1:08 left

,crnifinal
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That was the last field goal of the
game, as the scoring ended with a
free throw by Tony Parker after a
technical foul against Robert Horry
and a free throw by David Robinson
with 9.9 seconds left.
Bryant led all scorers with 37
points.
Tim Duncan, who received his
MVP trophy before the game, had
28 points, eight rebounds and seven
o.
Crt,tr,
\ Linn

Ginobili had 15 points, including
two key 3-pointers in the fourth
quarter.
Game 2 will be in San Antonio on
Wednesday night.
Neither team shot well in the first
half, which ended with the Spurs
leading 38-35 on a buzzer-beating,
40-foot heave by 40-year-old Kevin
Willis.
San Antonio extended the lead to
o, many as 11 points late in the third

414.41911,

quarter when Ginobili hit his second
3-pointer of the period at 1:52.
No one in the SBC Center was surprised when the Leiters went right to
O’Neal, who missed a 10-foot baseline turnaround in the opening seconds. On San Antonio’s first possession, Duncan fed Robinson for a
dunk. The Spurs were also predictable early, however, with Duncan
scoring eight of his team’s next 10
points.

EMPLOYMENT
General
MOTHERS HELPER NEEDED
in Campbell. Flexible Hours.
Call 626-7875,
NEED FITNESS INSTRUCTORS
Energetic teachers for various
recreational classes. $15-$20/hr.
No experience necessary. Will
train. Fax resume 408-971-4761.
JOBS! JOBS! JOBS!
THE STUDENT UNION. INC.
IS HIRING!
PART-TIME SUMMER/FALL
JOBS AVAILABLE
Personal Trainer
Aquatic Center Cashier
Office Assistant
Building Supervisor
Sport Club Coord(Intermittent)
Apply online. MWI.union.sisaedu,
or come in to the Student Union
Admin. Office, 3rd floor (across
from the A.S. Computer Lab).
Office hours 9am- 5pm, M- F.
SPECIAL NEEDS NANNY
LOS GATOS FAMILY LOOKING
FOR MALE NANNY FOR
SWEET, ATHLETIC AND
ENERGETIC 8 YEAR OLD
BOY WITH COMMUNICATION
& SOCIAL DELAYS. FULL-TIME,
FLEXIBLE EARLY MORNINGS
& AFTERNOON EVE HOURS.
MUST HAVE CAR & REFS
WORKING WITH KIDS.
IMMEDIATE OPENING
SPECTACULAR SALARY!
FAX RESUME: 408-356-9551,
NEWSPAPER DELIVERY
Great On-Campus Job!
Secure your job now for the Fall.
The Spartan Daily has 2 delNery
positions available for the Fall
semester. Work every school
day morning from 7am-9am,
delivering the Spartan Daily to
news stands on campus. Must
have a CA license with clean
DMV. Apply at the Spartan Daily.
Dwight Bentel Hall, Rm 203.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
PT/FT. Flexible Schedule
All Shifts - Grave Bonus
Student Friendly ’Will Train
408-247-4827
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. Free information.
Call 203-1383-0258.
Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or ad&
information.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vocations or merchandise.

ndat ir

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
classifiedficasa.sjsu.edu

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
maims no claim for -products
or services advertised below
nor Is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

recorn
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BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250/day potential Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 559

LIFEGUARDS. instructional

Lifeguards & Aquatic Specialists.
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
part or full-time for San Jose.
Mon -Fri. $9.82-$13.42. Call
Jacob - 295-0228. Resume:
730 Empey Way, San Jose
95128 or fax 408-275-9858.

DELIVERYDRIVIIRS
Party rental business
Perfect for students!
Earn $250 every weekend,
Must have reliable truck or van
Heavy lifting is required
408-292-7876

LICENSED NUTRITIONIST to
teach nutrition & conditioning
class in San Jose Mon. -Fri
$18/hr. Exp leading exercise. Call
Peter 408-295-0228. Resume:
SERVICE SUPERVISOR. M -F, 730 Empey Way, San Jose 95128
FT. Provides daily program or fax 408-275-9858.
planning. activities & supervision for groups of participants OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
w/developmental disabilities in &/or Early Interventionist sought
San Jose. Prey exp managing Home -based San Jose program
staff $17/hour Call Ron Halog PT or per diem Salary based on
408-295-0228. Send resume to exp Call 510-835-2131x104
Ron Halog. Easter Seals Bay Area. Resume to jobs Oesba org or fax
730 Empey Way, San Jose to Leslie/HR
510-444-2340
95128 or Fax to 408-275-9858.
Call for educational requirements. FUN WORK Local expansion of
national PR / Communications
MALE GRAD STUDENTS: firm. Fun, friendly work- Flexible
ages 25-45, 2nd generation US hours. Great resume bldr - No
citizen for NASA Team Mission exp nec. but must be friendly &
Call motivated. PT/FT $300-700/wk.
study,
earn
5250+.
Local positions Cal 916-441-8290
650-604-5118. ref 0302.
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls. hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
money. Call 408-867-7275.
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work. Prefer exp
working w/ dogs, but will train.
Great oppty for dog lover. Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Call 371-9115.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
VALET 25-30 pos. FT / PT
Friendly & Outgoing!.
Great Communication Skills
Clean DMV. 408-910-2556
LOS GATOS SWIM & RACQUET
CLUB is currently accepting
applications for swim coaches
for our 2003 summer league
age group swim team. Season
length: April 27-July 20th, 2003.
Practices dates & times are as
follows: Apnl 26-June 14. 2003
3:15-6:30pm, June 16-July 20.
’03 6:15-930am Applicants are
to be outgoing, with experience.
with current CPR & First Aid
certifications. Fax resume(s) to
408-358-2593.

F404 BOB!
CALL NOW!
Part-time work with flexible hours
(5-30 hours per week)
Customer service/sales positions
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 17.25 BASE - appt.
Earn $85- $500 per week
No experience necessary
Training provided
Guarantee your summer job now!
CALL 615-1500 10 am -4 pm
*www.workforstudents.com/sisie

RENTAL HOUSING

PIIN:
FAX:

HEALTH & BEAUTY

SPORTS/THRILLS

SHARED HOUSING

CUMB OUR WALLS! Rght Now, PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Call
TIRED OF SHARING
ROOMS FOR RENT
or BIRTHRIGHT 408-241-8444 or
Touchstoneclimbing corn
A BATHROOM??
Delta Gamma Sorority
Bouldergym corn Call 920-6000 800-550-4900 Free/Confidential
Come see our huge 2 bedroom.
Females Only
2 full bath. over 1000 square foot
Walk to SJSU
apartment. Walking distance to
10 weeks (May 25-Aug 8)
campus. newly remodeled. Shared Rms $650 -$100 sec dep
parking,
security gate. Contact Gayle, 408-287-2139
Substantially larger than others!
FEMALE ROOMMATE, Non
$1250/mo. 408-947-0803.
smoker. Nice 3bd/2ba home it
LIVE 1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS safe neighborhood 1 blk to L
Large 2b/2b on 9th Quiet $1100 Rail. $450/mo incl util $500 dep
Newly Remffteled 408-309-9554 265-6381
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
INTERNET COMM. PR FIRM is VICTORIAN SPOTLESS STUDIO BEAUTIFUL EVERGREEN HSE. 1 Egg yellow
now accepting applications for walk to SJSU. Parking, laundry Quiet nice loc. near Iws & bus. 5 Odes
motivated student to coordinate $695/mo util pd. 559-1356 days. IBM, SJSU. Remodeled. Cable 0 TV adjuncts
advertising, publicity, public
TV. Furnished, Pets OK. Prig, 4 Erelong
relations & promotional tasks.
FREE/FIRST MONTH RENT lndry, full pnvIgs. From Worm. 15 Settle a debt
No experience necessary but Extra large, newly remodeled: 408-281-4771 650-286-7429.
Orchid-Itke flower
communication skills a must. 2 bdrrn/1 bath & 2 bdmV2 full bath
17 Garage lob
Flexible hours. Excellent pay. Call apts. starting at $995/month. Also, APPLY NOW! SUMMER/FALL 18 Severed and
for interview. 408-977-3636.
3 bdrm/2 bath apt. $1199 & up. Men’s furnished shared housing
Heiden
Will work with you on deposit from $415/month including utili- 19 Gigantic
ALL MAJORS! Growing Carico 2 biocks from SJSU. Water/Trash ties. Across street from SJSU. 20 Themes
Regional Office has immediate paid Parking avail. Washer/ Drier Month to month or lease. Apply 22 Bungalows
customer service/ sales openings on site Cats OK. Well managed 42 278 S 10th St Call 243-0707 24 Regard as
for energetic individuals. No student bldg 408-378-1409
or 268-1750 scprop 0 attbi.com 26 Astronaut
@CIO
experience necessary, training
- Armstrong
part-time
during
provided,
SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE 27 Orchestra leader
gm
classes, full-time summer and
For American and International 30 Snake-haired
0000
!IMMO DUDISH
flexible hours. $17,50/ To Start,
Students
izo
ouzo mina
of myth
woman
PROFESSIONAL
Call 408-436-9336.
Fun and Friendly Environment 34 Ms Thurman
WORD PROCESSING
5 minute walk to campus
111IIRIL1
(I1121
35 Off-white
Have your theses, term papers,
Well-equipped Kitchen
38 Alice in
clam
c 2003 Umleo Feature SyrOcate ,r1c
group projects, etc professionComputer and Study rooms
cat
Wonderland’s
ally typed. APA a specialty.
2 pianos and games rooms
2 Heavy burden
36 Big truck
39 Driving hazard
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
Experienced & dependable
Laundry Facilities
37 Asana
40 Economist
3 Tosses
For your term paper or thesis. Almaden/Branham area Call
Parking
- Janeway
4 Works dough
practicers
Experienced, efficient, reliably Linda for an appointment at Call 924-6570 or stop by for a
5 Wildlife refuge
41 - of iodine
42 Tint
exacting. I will meet your dead(408) 264-4504
tour or check our webstte
43 Astair and Waring
6 Above to poets 44 Use a steno
line. Call Grace 831-475-2796
www. sjsu. edu/depts/i house. 46 Prize marble
7 Adventure tale
45 Rani’s garment
or evagrace aol.corn.
360 S. 11th Street. (between 48 Wyo neighbor
47 Birthright seller
8 Georgia aty
San Salvador( 49 Continued story
San
Carlos
&
Computer
Some buses
9
50
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
network
52 Natural
51 Dull
GOT JUNK?
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
ROOMMATE?
FOR
A
LOOKING
10 Baroque
54 Future off icier
53 Gator kin
Sell it in the
year. Save 30% - 60%. For info
Advertise in Classifieds!
58 Music notation
composer
55 Flip through
Spartan Daily Classifieds
call 1-800-655-3225 or
The Spartan Daily
11 Rugged cliff
57 Beatles
56 Urgent
25% Discount for students’
WWW.studentdental.com or
meter maid
12 Hilltop
60 Spuds
www goldenwestdental.com
13 JFK arrivals
58 Writer
64 Louvre’s Mona 65 Farewell
- Dinesen
21 Himalayan
67 Butter substitute
59 Roman
humanoid
historian
Coup
d
23
Bound
together
68
61 Movie lioness
25 Cash slangily
69 Pry bar
..ATIONAI. AGENUI RATES
_F OR N
27 Hand warmers
62 Races the
70 Invitation letters
engine
71 Not genuine
28 Love in Venice
29 Fired up
72 Vogue
63 Ex-frosh
73 Ogden - of verse 31 Not cool
66 Electric 32 Yemeni
neghbor
DOWN
1 hind of lock
33 Winning
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71
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

Name

Two
Three
Four
Five
One
Days
Days Days
Day
Days
$7
$9
$11
$13
$5
3 lines
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS;
20 + consecutive issues receive 10% off
40 consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 4, consecutive issues receive 25% off
Local rates sooty to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU student*, staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Address

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25%
Lost &

OFF

,/
Please check
one classification:

_Lost and Found’ _ Rental Housing
Announcements _ Shared Housing
_ Real Estate
_Campus Clubs
Send check or money order to (No Credit Cards Accepted) _Greek Messages _ Services
Health Beauty
__Events
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Sports/Thrills
_Volunteers
San Jose State University
Insurance
For Sale
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Entertainment
_Electronics
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Travel
Wanted
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
Tutoring
_Employment
All ads are prepaid III No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutrve publication dates only
_Opportunities
Word Processing
QUESTIONS? CALL (4011)924-32T?
- Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm, STUDENT ID REQUIRED
Cey

SUMP

Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community
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Voices will carry SJSU Choraliers to Austria
By Kimberly Lapham
Writer
It could have been an evening at a
world -class competition in Austria
a world-renowned conductor, harmonics AS sharp AS their matching
black and white outfits and voices to
kill for.
Austria will have to wait, however,
because Friday night was reserved for
"An Evening of Song" with the San

REVIEW
Jose State University Choraliers at Le
Petit Trianon on Fifth Street in San
Jose.
The concert, which benefited the
Choraliers’s trip to Austria, where
they have been invited to represent
the United States in the four-day
International Choir Competition in
Spinal, featured about 30 pieces of
chamber, renaissance and folk-style
music, and was executed almost flawlessly by the choir and their conductor, Charlene Archibeque.
Four male choraliers stepped forward to begin the evening with "The
Star Spangled Banner," Which gave a
hint as to how the choir would sound
for the rest of the night - impressive.
The choir, which sang to
Archibeque as if they were speaking
to her eyes wide, eyebrows arched,
leaning in with dramatic emphasis
showed great talent in layering their
vocals, bringing them together in a
wash of harmony and stopping them
on a dime.
The evening’s highlights included
"Flower Song," which was sung in
duet form by Meagan Pitcairn and
Kelli Luedei, each of whom had
strong voices, which were showcased
well by the song.
Pianist Trent Patterson, also a member of the choir, did a fine job of providing piano accompaniment for this

and other songs throughout the nigh.i
"Rytmus" was another standout.
The dramatic song, which received an
especially enthusiastic response from
the 100-strong audience, will be
among those performed at a competition the Choraliers will play in July.
Another impressive number was
"Ov’e Lass’, II Bel Viso," which
means "Alas, where is this beautiful
face?" was a jumpy and engagingly

Four male choraliers
steppedforward to
begin The Star
Spangled Banner,’
which gave a hint as
to how the choir
would soundfor the
rest of the night
impressive.
powerful song.
The only time the evening lost its
momentum was during a solo performance of "Meadowlark," which
seemed out of place among the other
songs.
Although
Kristina
Overcashier’s voice was good, the
song did not do it justice. Instead, the
somewhat thin vocals and bittersweet
lyrics made for a lull in the program.
The only other imperfect moment
was when two of the choir’s favorite
songs could not be performed because
the accompanying oboist had food
poisoning.
The rest of the 28 songs, which
included folk, renaissance and spiritual numbers, flowed together as har-

JIWWWwww-w moniou,ly as the
i1
voices that sang
’1
them.
104
’10
The
concert
000 Oil
1
ended with a performance of "The
Cuckoo."
"It’s a custom
whoever has sung
the song before
gets to join us on
stage to sing it,"
Archibeque said.
exFive
choraliers
promptly made
their way to the
stage to close the
concert. After the
performance, the
Choraliers were
applauded with
cheers from the
standing audience,
which had sat still
with eyes glued to
the stage all
evening.
The group, currently made up of
32 SJSU students
and alumni, has
existed for more
than three decades
but was molded
into its current
incarnation
by
Saari Yoneda / Daily Staff
Archibeque, who
has taught at The San Jose State University Choraliers held a benefit concert, "An Evening of Song," at Le Petit Trianon in downtown San
SJSU for 33 years. Jose Friday night. They are raising money for a trip to the Austria International Choir Competition in July.
Archibeque,
who teaches gradAfter a concert in Yuba City on
Friday’s concert was held to raise
make it an annual event. "This is a
uate classes and supervises the choral wonderful group of people, as well as money for the Choraliers’ trip to Saturday, they will play a farewell
conducting masters program in addi- a very talented group."
concert on June 25 at the First United
Europe for another competition.
tion to conducting the choir, has won
"Every time you buy a ticket, it Methodist Church on Winchester in
Like Archibeque, the Choraliers are
numerous awards and conducted at no strangers to acclaim. They have means one more meal for one more Campbell. Two days later, they leave
venues such as the Royal Albert Hall been honored with various awards singer," Archibeque said. "We’re still for the July 3 competition in Austria.
in London and Carnegie Hall in New and titles, including a Choir of the trying to get the last few pennies in."
They won this competition in 1988
York.
The Choraliers have only two con- and, judging by Friday’s performance,
World title in 1991 at the
"This has been a wonderful year," International Musical Eisteddfod in certs left before their departure for a another title is just a couple months
Archibeque said, noting that Friday’s Wales.
mini-tour of Switzerland and Austria. away for the SJSU Chorahers.
concert went so well that she wants to
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Catwalking toward saving hearts
also won the ceremonial King of
Hearts award for excellence in community service.
"It’s really an awesome group," Paat
said. "I’m happy to help."
Velasquez, a senior communications
studies major with the service organization Alpha Phi Omega, said they
enjoyed working together.
It is fun to work with him,"
Velasquez said. "We like to host
events like this. It’s good experience."
Paat and Velasquez encouraged the
entire audience to help three student
participants to compete in a dramatic
competition about who could "cry at
the drop of a hat."
Bart Frantz, a junior history major,
won the prize, but with only a couple
of tears.
He said it was difficult to do when
everyone was laughing at how hard it
was to conjure up a supply of tears.
"I like to try to participate, and it is
good to show support when we can,"
Frantz said.
Student models participated to promote the six different fashion styles
from local vendors.
Greathouse introduced the different
announcers and models.
For example, they introduced Chad
Photos by Josh Sturgis / Daily Staff Cataylo from Kappa Sigma fraternity
who modeled contemporary pocket
ABOVE: Camie Sanchez, a junior majoring in nursing and a member of the Alpha Phi sorority, drew raffle
pants to provide support for accestickets in the Loma Prieta Ballroom for the sorority’s annual Phiasco Fashion show Thursday.
sories such as his cell phone.
BELOW: Sean Flynn and Myles Shaw escorted Diane Fitzgerald down the runway during the fashion show.
Other fashions included embroidered tops, bootleg pants and capri
help raise money
pants from Lucy at Valley Fair,
for the Alpha Phi
Speedo beach wear, khaki pants with
philanthropy."
zip-off shorts, snow pants, jackets and
Greathouse said
jerseys from Mel Cottons, Circle A,
they
exceeded
Old Navy, Zumiez and Team Pro
their goal of more
Sports.
than the $2,500
The formal wear was modeled by
that was raised last
Diane Fitzgerald from Alpha Phi in
year.
addition to Sean Flynn from Delta
By Janine Stanhope
HMI disease is
Upsilon fraternity and Myles Shaw
Daily Staff Writer
the most common
from Theta Chi fraternity.
cause of death in
Flynn and Shaw modeled Selix
Fashion and humor proved to be women in North
Tuxedos from Campbell.
good for the heart at the Alpha Phi America, accordDelta Upsilon members provided
sorority fashion show held on ing to American
the background music for the
Thursday in the Loma Prieta room in Heart Association
SaberKittens cheerleaders from the
the Student Union on Thursday to statistics.
professionally this year," Greathouse San Jose SaberCats Area League
benefit cardiac care.
Lynch said the proceeds provide said. "It also promoted advertising."
Football team, who performed a
Rachel Greathouse, a senior recre- sources for funding education about
Promotions included discounts at dance routine.
ation major and the coordinator for women’s cardiac health issues to Red Robin and advertising from
Alison Lauderbach, a junior busithe second annual event, said the health care professionals about pre- Prudential Realtors to guitar ’lessons, ness marketing major and Alpha Phi
fundraiser showed a selection of cur- vention and treatment of coronary Mitsubishi Motors, Hawgs Seafood president, helped to oversee the event
rent fashion styles modeled by stu- artery disease.
along with Elizabeth Lynch, a senior
Bar and Trend Printing.
She said that on Monday and
dents from several campuswide
The three masters’ of ceremony, administration of justice major and
Panhellenic sororities and inter-fra- Thursday volunteers wore Alpha Phi Greathouse, Theo Past and Eric former Panhellenic president.
"Phiasco Fashion Show" T-shirts on Velasquez, put their hearts into makternity organizations.
They helped to work the event by
"We raised $2,800 this year, and it campus as a form of advertising and ing sure the mood was upbeat.
selling raffle tickets, making sure peowas a great success," Greathouse said. handed out fliers to students on camPaat, a junior television, radio, film, ple got their programs and that every"We advertised in advance and pus to promote the event.
theater major from the FIJI fraternity, thing ran smoothly.
"We had a program printed more
planned games, skits and taffies to

Alpha Phi sponsors
Phiasco Fashion
Show for good cause

Bill Maher’s comic art hits Broadway in one-man act
By Michael Kuchwara
AP Drama Critic
NEW YORK When it comes to
comments on current events, comedian
Bill Maher has perfected irreverent
indignation to high comic art.

REVIEW
And now he has brought that
bemused outrage to Broadway, where
his entertaining one-man show, "Bill
NI.ilier: Victory Begins at Home,"
ifieried Monday at the Virginia
’Theatre.
Nothing seems to astonish him, espe-

when it comes to politics. So
while he gets angry, he knows things
could get worse, Which may be one of
the keys to his success. Phis, Maher is
an
equal -opportunity
satirist.
Democrats as well as Republicans, liberals as well as conservatives, all come
in for some serious and not-so serious
scrutiny.
Yet Maher seems to have special
affection for skewering the current
Bush administration, while at the same
time admiring its ability to control the
terms of daily political debate. For one
thing, he thinks the Busbies are masters
of what Maher calls the three branches
of government: the photo op, the marketing and the focus group. And the
Democrats are having a terrible time

playing catch-up
"The French stood up to the Bush
administration which is more than I
can say for the Democrats," the comeJian declares.
Maher’s show is done simply with
minimal production values, although
political posters, especially tailored to
his material, are used as a backdrop.
"Loose lips might save ships," says one.
"It’s not a new world. We just joined it,"
proclaims another in front of what
looks like a Sept. 11 memorial service.
Casually dressed, he stands on stage
and occasionally takes sips of bottled
water and, at one critics preview, he
took a sip of what he said was Jack
Daniels and Coke.
"We don’t need to watch what we

Metallica is MTV’s third
inductee to ICON status
By Chelsea J. Carter
Associated Press Writer
At first,
LOS ANGELES
Metallica’s Lars Ulrich fretted that
being an "mtvICON" meant he was
finished.
"I just have this fear that when you
talk about it in the past tense it means
our better days are behind us," Ulrich,
39, said in a recent interview. "I’m still
ignorant enough to believe we have
some good days in front of us."
But Ulrich is becoming more comfortable with his stature as he reflects
on the Grammy-winning band’s 22 year history.
"I’ve had to think about ’Why arc you
still here?" said the heavy metal veteran. "It’s sort of like I am realizing how
much of a rarity that is. There are only
a handful of bands who have been fortunate enough to walk something close
to the line of relevance we have.
MTV’s annual star-studded cover
song salute honors an artist or group’s
career and influence on today’s music.
Janet Jackson and Aerosmith were the
first two honorees. Metallica’s 90minute special airs at 9 p.m. EDT
Tuesday.
Among those performing versions of
Metallica’s music: Avril Lavigne, Limp
Bizkit, Sum 41 and Korn. Metallica
itself will perform the finale.
The show also includes testimonials
from former Guns N’ Roses guitarist
Slash, Blink 182’s Travis Barker, Aaron
Lewis and Mike Mushok of Staind
and Lisa Marie Presley.
Metallica was a natural choice for the
honor, said Michele Dix, MTV’s senior vice president of music and talent.
"How many artists have sold 85 million albums? That’s very iconic despite
how young they are," she said. It’s
refreshing to have guys doing whey
they have done since they started. They
haven’t reinvented themselves."
Metallica is set to release its 11th
album, "St. Anger," this summer on

Elektra. The band’s first album in five
years comes after a tumultuous period.
In 2000, Metallica filed a copyright
infringement and racketeering lawsuit
against Napster that helped drive the
wildly popular music-sharing Internet
company out of business. Ulrich also
testified against Napster before the
U.S. Senate, incensing many fans.
Newsted left the band in January
2001. He was replaced by former
Suicidal Tendencies bassist Robert
Trujillo, who has also played with
Oziy Osboume. In July 2001, Hetfield
entered rehab to treat his alcoholism.
"For a brief moment, I thought
maybe the ride had come to an end,"
Ulrich said.
Ultimately, however, time away from
one another and from music gave the
hand a new perspective.
"We never slowed down to take stock
about how great everything was,"
Ulrich said. "After having a bit of a
break for the last two years, and seeing
how many freedoms come in the wake
of success, I’m realizing what a great
ride it’s been."
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say," Mahcr says, at one point. He certainly doesn’t, and, as a result, the
laughs roll on.
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